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Typewritten Text
Kemi - this is a transformational journey from the bizarre and shallow (7ps) to something well grounded (supply chain resilience).  My preliminary impression is that is a sound theoretical place for your work.  See this paper for example: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/IJLM-07-2021-0362/full/html.  This is a tough topic in which you have immersed yourself with gusto.  You need to:- read the literature in more detail.  There are some good recent papers on resilience- focus your RQs- consider context - what is distinct (in this developing economy)?  narrow or broader focus? - bring more focus to your RQs- your categories feel immature at this stage (which is to be expected in a term project and particularly in a project like this one).  You want to be working to more well defined incisive categories.  The writing can be made more interesting through the use of quotes from respondents- For this project your conclusion is good - things are much tighter and I can feel your thinking maturing.- For further development you need tighter more incisive categories that will allow you to relate to other work and discuss  with more authorityWay to go!91%
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Typewritten Text
This title is not doing much to explain what you are looking at
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Keywords under abstract
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The writing at the beginning.  It is interesting and engages the reader.
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Excellent stuff.  These kind of stats are hard to dig up
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Getting blurry here - a paper cannot focus a human can!
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Supply chain issue
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OK
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I'd focus on the main shock
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So - you need to know what existing "resilience mechanisms" are 
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Dated?
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Ok - this feels more on track here
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No - not a question of "no one used this method" - it needs to be a question of what is notknown / or uncertain -- in this context in terms of resilience
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See what Tukamuhabwa et al. report:. A wide range of strategies for improving resilience are identified, but most attention has been on increasing flexibility, creating redundancy, forming collaborative supply chain relationships and improving supply chain agility.Then:Much of the literature is conceptual, theoretical and normative; . . . developed country context; 
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This may be the opening you need - you mentioned traditional markets a distinct feature of the Vietnamese context
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citation needed
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Typewritten Text
See the paper I unearthed and copied into the opening comment
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Typewritten Text
Writing is of poorer quality here than at the start
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Typewritten Text
Heading cannot be at the bottom of a page. Learn styles in Word
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No
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ok follow
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Moving forward - all or one perspective?
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This is all feeling kind of superficial.  I'm not really feeling the human strategizing through these categories
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Where in the supply chain is resilience most challenging?How do managers / bosses / business owners interpret these events?
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Great 
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This has more real"grounded" flavors
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See Aman et al - they mention financial
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Not looking consistent.  Work on this 
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